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Safety rules
You must be at least 15 years old to use the electric vehicle SEGWAY.
In the case of a tour or rental you must have a valid Mofa or PKW driver's license.
Before starting your journey, ask which areas you are allowed to drive on the SEGWAY and which are not. Within and outside closed villages,
SEGWAYs may only drive on protective strips, bicycling strips, bicycle wheel tracks and bike paths. If these are not available, the road may also be
used. The use of federal, state or county roads is not allowed, nor driving on designated green spaces. The renter assumes all duties of public
safety with regard to the rental property. In particular, the renter undertakes not to use the rental object contrary to the aforementioned
provisions.
The minimum weight of the driver must be 45 kg, the maximum weight must not exceed 118 kg. By signing the rental agreement, this information
is confirmed for the respective driver, any damage to the rental property or third party damage due to incorrect information are 100% borne by
the renter.
You must have a look at the SEGWAY security DVD or attend the safety briefing. Let yourself be comprehensively instructed in the handling of the
SEGWAY: Functioning and explanation of the Infokey controller, getting on and off, acceleration and braking, control left / right. Warning signals
of the SEGWAY (red flashing lights and a vibration of the platform signalize to stop the journey immediately and leave the vehicle safely). Ignoring
these warnings may cause the vehicle to shut down automatically.
It is recommended to wear a helmet. A mandatory helmet requirement does not exist.
Never descend while driving, always leave both feet on the SEGWAY platform - the pressure sensors on both platforms must be permanently
loaded.
The SEGWAY driver is not allowed to take pictures or film while driving. Always keep both hands on the handlebars, never drive freehand! When
turning hand signals are to give (as the bicycle). Only pace at the test drive and in the course.
Keep at least 3m away from the next driver. Also keep a minimum distance of 1m from the side. Pay attention to bumps or road damage and
avoid. Do not drive in potholes or puddles. Beware of sidewalk edges or similar obstacles. Please do not try to run over them - it can lead to a fall.
If in doubt, dismount and pull the SEGWAY over the obstacle. Only one driver per vehicle - it is forbidden to bring more people or children.
The instructions of the operator / landlord or his staff must always be followed. Ignoring the instructions can lead to the immediate termination
of the journey. In this case, no refund of participation or rental fees. The same applies to suspected alcohol or drug influence.
A transfer of the vehicle to third parties is not permitted.
After completion of the journey, the vehicle and all accessories and add-ons must be returned to the SEGWAY operator / landlord in proper
condition. All damage or the lack of attachments or the device are entirely at the expense of the lessee.

Disclaimer
The use of the SEGWAYs, the entering of the course or the tour route and the stay there as well as the participation in all activities are
exclusively and completely at your own risk and risk.
Driving on the SEGWAY, as well as participating in a course or tour is only permitted to those who have read and signed these safety rules and the
disclaimer.
The operator / landlord accepts no liability for damage caused in particular by the operation of SEGWAYs, unless the damage has been caused by
the operator / landlord or his employees grossly negligent or intentional. The disclaimer of liability does not apply to damages resulting from
injury to life, limb or health as well as to damages resulting from the violation of cardinal obligations, if and to the extent that the damage is
caused by the owner / landlord or his employees. Each user of the vehicles bears the civil and criminal liability for the personal, property and
pecuniary damage caused by him or the vehicles controlled by him or her.
In case of misuse, theft or irreparable damage, the full gross sales price will be charged to the renter. The tenant is free to prove that the
landlord has incurred a much lower damage (this point is repealed by booking the aforementioned comprehensive insurance). In case of damage
only the actual repair costs will be invoiced to the renter. The lessee is also liable for culpable behavior in case of unlawful transfer to third
parties in the sense of this agreement. Third parties are all persons to whom the renter leaves the use of the rental object. Damage arising in this
case is not covered by the comprehensive insurance and must be insured by the renter at his own expense.
The use of the SEGWAYs is not permitted for persons suffering from physical disabilities or under the influence of alcohol, drugs or medication.
Pregnant women or persons with heart problems and / or hypertension are strongly advised not to use the SEGWAY
When using the SEGWAYs, the instructions of the operator / lessor must be followed. For damages caused by own or third party fault, accident
caused or by improper treatment or arise from the fact that instructions from the operator / landlord or their employees is not followed, the
operator / landlord assumes no liability. For entrepreneurs is also the liability for slightly negligent violation of cardinal obligations excluded.
Liability for third parties is excluded.
Driving with the terrain SEGWAYs X2 / X2 Golf is only allowed on private property with the owner's consent. For tours with street SEGWAYs I2 on
public roads, the licensing regulations, especially with regard to the released traffic areas, must be noted before the start of the journey.
With my signed signature I confirm that I have read, understood and fully agree with the explanations on the safety rules for COOLTOURINGS test
drive / course / tour / rental and disclaimer of liability of the operator / lessor.

